


RULE 2. 
NEVER HANDLE CONFLICT OVER EMAIL OR WRITTEN COMMUNICATION. 

As soon as the hint of conflict arises,jump on a Zoom call or, if you can't do a video call for whatever reason, 
pick up the phone. Often conflict escalates and misunderstandings arise because written communication lacks 
the nuance that more personal interaction has. Pick up the phone,jump on video and begin the conversation 
with something like "Thanks for touching base. I just wasn't sure about X so I thought we'd pick up the conver
sation in person ... " Usually the problem is solved beautifully in minutes. 

RULE 3. 
CHOOSE TRUST 

This should be the rule in any office because, left unchecked, you'll default to suspicion. Whenever you're not 
sure what's happening in an interaction, ask yourself "Am I believing the best or assuming the worst about my 
co-worker?" Then, find the most charitable explanation possible and assume that's what happened. If you need 
to deal with it further, see rule #2 and jump on a video call or a phone call. 

RULE 4: 
FIND THE SIMPLEST PATH 

There are a lot of apps and tools listed below, and thousands more we don't use. It can get complicated fast. 

Even if you look at how most organizations that don't use some of the tools below manage their teams, they 
default to managing by email. Hence the endless sea of "reply-alls" that clog up your day and your in box. 
That's not wise. Add a few other tools into the mix and it can be even more complicated. The key is to create 
the simplest path to clear communication and execution. 

In the last six months in our company, Slack has replaced email for almost all internal written messaging. We 
only use email to connect with people outside the company. And despite all these tools, I still encourage staff 
to wait to bring everything non-urgent to meetings. 

If you want more on reducing email and creating a simple path of clear communication (emails, texts, phone 
calls and time management), I have more in this post on my blog: 3 Simple Steps To Get You To lnbox Zero 
Today. 

With all this in mind, here are 5 virtual tools that can help your team thrive. 

https://careynieuwhof.com/3-simple-steps-to-get-to-inbox-zero-today-and-why-it-will-bring-you-more-peace-than-you-think/


Zoom is an online platform that offers "high-qualitr. video conferencing with crisp audio and mobile 

screen s h . aring. 
" 

It's an online ervice that syncs with your browser, calendar, 
webcam, and m1c hone to allow users to host video 
meetings with up to 1 attendees. 

As a company, we use it for our regular meetings example to 
the left) and have it synced up with Google Calendar. 

Any time we schedule a meeting on the calendar, we can easily 
make it a zoom meeting that anyone invited to that calendar 
event will get a link to. 
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We also have it saved as a shortcut within our browser, so that at 
any time we can quickly start a video conference. The picture 
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on the right is an example of where it sits in my browser: ,f' Editing 

Zoom also allows us to share our screen during meetings so that everyone can look at the notes, numbers, and 
pages we are working on. We use this feature very often. 

One of the primary struggles with working remotely is that it is a bit easier to become isolated and/or discon
nected from your team members. When this happens, your team can begin to lose alignment and tasks can begin 
to be dropped or duplicated. 

Neither of those things are good for your mission. 

The solution to this is intentionally scheduling time to connect with your team members on a personal level. Since 
we can't do these meetings in-person, a video call on zoom is the next best thing. 

Remote work doesn't have to be isolated work. 

Every virtual team needs an online video meeting platform, whether it's Zoom, Skype, Facetime, or another 
solution. 

-Dillon Smith, Content Manager, Carey Nieuwhof Communications

https://zoom.us/


Asana is an on line work m nagement tool that allows us to easily organize and plan 
workflows, tasks, projects, and so much more. It helps our team stay on track and on 
time. 

We use Asana for everything om managing routine daily and weekly tasks to managing 
the development and productio of large projects. 

We can group different areas of the o anization - such as administration, podcasting or 
events - into "teams" (example tothe ). Specific projects and routine responsibilities 
are captured within a team and assigned to specific team member. Everyone on the 
team can see the team tasks, responsibilities an 
What makes Asana great for remote work is the ability to: 

• clarify who is responsible for what
• capture and manage important details about tasks and next steps
• manage personal workflow that easily integrates with the team

As a remote team, we have virtual meetings every week. Our team builds meeting 
agendas in Asana by adding items we are responsible for but need feedback or support on 
from the rest of the team. We can then capture notes around a specific task and next 
steps from a virtual team meeting , and follow up tasks can be assigned to specific team 
members live in the meeting. 

When we are working on a large project, the project leader can create a project in Asana 
with the critical areas of the project, draw out a timeline, and assign areas and responsi
bilities to team members that the whole team can access and update. 

With remote work, and different team members working in different time zones, Asana is 
accessible at any time and makes organization, teamwork and communication seamless. 

-Sarah Piercy, Executive Assistant, Carey Nieuwhof Communications

https://asana.com/company
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Google Drive and Dropbox are the two keywa s we share files aric!IMlla'lieteQI\�� 
Drive we typically use for collaborative projects and DropBolfii wha W.llM p,.._dfr6' 11-� 

DropBox is a cloud-based file storage service that-111N1•.m N�'fM._ .O.�alifA 
A DropBox Business account allows your t m to-•antra.l �wh.-.alll.les are ..... w.ldtct 
also giving everyone a space for their own 

A few major benefits to using DropBox: 
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While Google Drive is similar, we use DropB 
This allows team members to access files as n 
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https://www.dropbox.com/business
https://www.google.com/drive/


Here is an example of how our desktop version is laid out. 

• Accounting 0► ill Art of Better Preaching 0► 

ill Admin & Ge ... rganization 0► ill Breaking 200 0 ►

1 ill Blog 0► ill Church Gro ... Masterclass 0► 

ill Books 0► ill Course Archive 0► 

ill Courses 0 ► ill High Impact Leader o ►
I 

• Legal 0► ill Lasting Impact 0► 

ill Marketing & Social 0► ill The High lm ... t Workplace 0► 

• Podcast 0► 

ill Speaking & Preaching 0► 

If you look at the desktop version, you'll see e, her a green check or a grey cloud beside each folder or 
file. By default, our DropBox will only downloa files (green check) when a member opens that specific 
file, saving hard drive space. 

DropBox also has a mobile app, making it easy to ace ss files by phone. 

DropBox allows our team to have access to the files we nee when they're needed. This reduces 
workAow inefficiencies by eliminating the need to wait for files.from team members. Prior to using 
DropBox Business, our team had to share files one-by-one, as neetl d (sending files by email or sharing 
files by link). 

DropBox also allows files to stay with the company after a team member leaves. Since everyone saves 
work-related files to our DropBox, files are permanently saved there even after an individual is removed 
from the company account. 

-Sam Nieuwhof, Finance + Marketing, Carey Nieuwhof Communications



Slack calls itself the "collabora ion hub," and it couldn't be truer. I first heard about 
Slack in a podcast interview with Michael Hyatt about six years ago. He was using 
it as a communication tool internally with his own team. 

Slack has really evolved over those ears and, while there is so even more our team 
could do with the platform, we use it s a connection and productivity tool. 

My encouragement to our team: If what ou need to say can be sent in a Slack 
message (versus email), then use Slack. Ho many emails do you receive every day? 
As Carey mentioned earlier, so many emails an reply all messages can really clog 
up your inbox. 

Of course, I love receiving the supportive, encouraging indiv1cl-a 
our team ("Awesome!" "Go team!" "Thanks for sending!"), but I also get re�-nv----·-'!!I

distracted by those. And then days later, I realize I failed to respond to one of our 
partners or a podcast guest. Eek. 

With Slack, you create conversation "channels" which organize your conversations 
by topic, a little like project management. If I have a quick question about the podcast, 
I choose #cnlp, and ask my question to my teammates inside that channel. 

I can also direct message any teammate. For me, this is a vital part of our culture. Working remotely, our team 
can lose the camaraderie built when you're physically together. We don't get the normal 
watercooler chit chat (and Carey's probably glad about that). 

So, on any given day, I'll use Slack to message a teammate. It's fun to ask how he or she is doing or share a funny 
story from my weekend. I've never actually met any of my teammates in person, but I feel like I've known each 
of them for years because of this. 

Slack also allows us to keep communication about work inside work hours. Now, I know that if I have an urgent 
need, I should call or text my teammates. But when it's not an emergency, and it doesn't have to go in an email, 
I use Slack. Slack offers a great app for your digital device. If I'm out and about, I can easily reply via my smart
phone. Notifications can be turned on during work hours, and you can turn off notifications easily so you're not 
interrupted while doing deep work. I have my notifications on during work hours, but when it's outside my 
normal work hours, and it isn't urgent, I can come back to the message and reply when I'm on the clock. 

-Erin Ward, Podcast Manager, Carey Nieuwhof Communications

https://slack.com/intl/en-ca/help/articles/115004071768-What-is-Slack-
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Since our team is spread across t o countries and multiple time zones, 
utilizing shared internal calendars ·s one of the most powerful ways our 
team collaborates and communica es with each other about events, 
podcast interviews, course launches and project due dates. 

2 4 5 6 7 8 

Whenever someone joins our team, tl\ey're provided with a company Gmail email address which also grants 
Google calendar access specific to thei email, as well as access to several of Carey's calendars (personal, 
church, events, podcast, and family). Sha ed calendars are a huge help to virtual and non-virtual teams. 

Having dates and events all in one place allow us to look ahead at how each week or month will look, and make 
clear, quick decisions about adding additional re onsibilities to our or Carey's schedule. With the swipe of a 
curser, we can see that he can't accept an invitation cause he has 4 podcast interviews, a family day 
scheduled, and a sermon to write. 

We will input all applicable information about an event or podcast m e 
give the team full information about the event or meeting and allows us to know, or examp e, when Carey can 
meet a friend while he's in town for an event or when he can take a phone call on the road without having to 
pick up the phone and call another team-member to ask for specifics. 

Finally, being able to forecast Carey's schedule months or a year out allows us to also forecast Carey's frame of 
mind for that season as well. 

This is a huge bonus when we know we have a big decision to make as a team or need to find dates for a large 
project. For example, we know when a book draft is coming due to Carey's publisher that the few weeks ahead 
are going to mean extreme focus from Carey on that subject and not tobook him for large meetings or 
responsibilities (like an event). 

If you don't like the idea of letting your team know every detail of your personal life (i.e. you don't want them 
to know when your medical appointments are), simply refrain from being specific for personal matters. A 
simple "Busy, don't book" works great and you can mark your appointment in a private calendar. 

Best of all, trusting and equipping a team or team member to manage the details of your calendar will create 
more freedom for you to do what you do best. 

-Lauren Cardwell, Systems Manager, Carey Nieuwhof Communications

https://gsuite.google.com/products/calendar/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=na-US-all-en-dr-bkws-all-all-trial-e-na-1008072&utm_content=text-sl-none-any-DEV_c-CRE_246638573885-ADGP_Hybrid%20%7C%20AW%20SEM%20%7C%20SKWS%20~%20BMM%20%2F%2F%20Calendars%20%5B1:1%5D%20Shared%20%5BCalendars%5D-KWID_43700008804416008&utm_term=KW_%2Bcalendar%20%2Bsharing-ST_%2Bcalendar%20%2Bsharing&gclid=CjwKCAiAx_DwBRAfEiwA3vwZYnNPrH-TjodoA5d_5Km9-0OSq24ctNHwTAyXl5cRhVs9iLRcw_n0shoCd38QAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds


CONCLUSION 
Digital tools will change as technology changes, but these are the ones we're using 
along with thousands of other organizations to make remote work, well, work. The four 
rules are a little more timeless. 

By the way, all of these tools work for people in the office as well as your remote team. 
Hope this helps you and your team thrive. 
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